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Shortwave radio frequencies guide pdf

The world of information, music and entertainment is available to you in more than 150 languages from international shortwave broadcasters around the world. The High Frequency Coordination Conference (HFCC) has developed a database of short-wave charts. With just a few clicks, you can find out
which international stations are broadcasting in your area. Visit the HFCC page and try the database yourself! Why the database? Due to many factors, including seasonal changes and other changes in the spread of shortwave waves, shortwave schedules can change quite frequently. That is why the
HFCC Association - International Broadcasting Has developed this database, which is recognized as one of the most famous public, global broadcasting schedules in the world. About 85 per cent of all global shortwave broadcasting is in this database. The remaining 15 per cent are small stations in Africa
and Latin America, as well as stations in the tropical broadcasting zone that use shortwave transmissions for local listeners and are not interested in international coordination. While most of these stations are owned and operated by national governments or state broadcasters, the database also includes
private and commercial stations. International Frequency Conferences: BroadcastIng Worldwide Management Two International Conferences are held each year to address or minimize mutual interference between shortwave broadcasts. The conferences are organized in accordance with the International
Radio Rules before the start of the date of seasonal broadcasting schedules, which coincide with changes in time in summer and winter. There are two global seasonal schedules that correspond to summer and winter periods in the northern hemisphere. These face-such conferences help eliminate the
thousands of frequency collisions that are detected in schedules. Unfortunately, some parts of the shortwave spectrum are so overloaded that it is impossible to fully solve the interference problems. That is why coordination continues between conferences. HFCC has developed an automated web system
for processing and detecting collisions in global frequency, which is available to all coordinators. The results of schedule changes and new frequency views can be seen in the schedule of public broadcasts in real time. This is a list of frequencies from each country that carry some English and which can
be heard in North America. Many are easy to hear; some of them are difficult and rarely audible. Listen to Asia and Australia in the morning and listen to Europe at night. No SW frequency works 24 hours. You may not hear anything if you are listening at the right time, or you can hear another language, or
you can hear some other countries sharing Many countries better to hear in non-English broadcasts. Explore the dial and you will hear a lot of fascinating things, including exotic music. Some stations only air a few minutes of English; Or only in ID ads (Mexico); or only language lessons (Ecuador). The
country of origin is shown. Many frequencies are transmitted from other places. In the case of China, all of them shown below are relays. Don't think any particular frequency actually comes directly from the country of origin. Some major countries are no longer broadcasting to North America intentionally,
such as Australia, Germany, South Africa or the United Kingdom. Longer frequency lists for them give you a better chance of hearing something directed elsewhere. In some countries or even outside that country (Liberia, Nigeria, Sudan) more than one station may be involved. Many of the strongest
signals from strictly religious broadcasters in the U.S. and other countries are not shown. See all our shortwave radios and country accessories: Frequencies: ALASKA (Not country, but has specific frequencies) 6150, 6950, 7355, 9920LSB and lower lateral strip ALBANIA 6115, 7425, 7450, 7465USB -
upper side band ARGENTINA 9690, 11710, 15345v - frequency varies not accurate AUSTRALIA 2310, 2325, 2485, 4835, 4910, 5025, 5995, 6020, 6080, 7240, 9475, 9560, 9580, 9590, 9660, 9710, 11650, 11880, 12080, 13630, 13670 , 15160, 15230 , 15240, 15515, 17715, 17750, 17775, 17785,
17795, 21725 AUSTRIA 5945, 6155, 7325, 9870, 13675, 13730 BAHRAIN 6010 BANGLADESH 7185 BELARUS 7360, 7390, 7420 BULGARIA 7400, 9400, 9500, 9700, 11700, 11900, 15700 CANADA RCI 9610, 9755, 9770, 13650, 15365, 17740 CANADA CBC 6160, 9625 CHINA 5960, 5990, 6005,
6020, 6040, 6080, 6115, 6190, 7285, 9570, 9580, 9690, 9730, 9785, 9790 , 9870, 11885 , 11900, 11970, 13675, 13740, 15230, 15240 CROATIA 7285, 9470, 11690 CUBA 6000, 6060, 6180, 6300, 9505, 9550, 11760 CZECH REP 5930, 6200, 7345, 7385, 9400, 9430, 11600, 13580, 15710 ECUADOR
6050, 7385, 9745, 11700 EGYPT 4680, 7270, 9990, 11885, 15375, 17835 ETHIOPIA 7165, 9560v FRANCE 5920, 7315, 9720, 9765, 9805, 9865, 11615, 11725, 13680, 11995, 15160 , 15275, 15605 , 21620 GERMANY 5905, 6140, 6180, 7225, 7240, 7280, 7285, 9565, 9735, 9755, 11690, 12045,
15275 GHANA 4915 GREECE 7475, 9420, 9935, 12105, 15630, 17525 GUYANA 3291, 5950 HUNGARY 5980, 6025, 6035, 9525 INDIA 7410, 9425, 9445, 9690, 9705, 9910, 9950, 11620, 11645, 11715, 11935, 13605, 13710, 15020, 15075, 15155, 15235, 17510, 17670, 17800, 17895 INDONESIA
9525v, 11785, 15150v IRAN 6010 , 6120, 6250, 7160, 7320, 7330, 9855, 11695, 15460, 17660 ISRAEL 6280, 6985, 7545, 9345, 15640, 15760, 17535, 17600 ITALIA 5965, 6010, 6035, 6090, 6120, 7170, 9760, 11800 JAPAN 5975, 6110, 6120, 6145, 7230, 9505, 9535, 9875, 11690, 11695, 11715,
11730, 11740, 11935, 11970, 13650, 15195, 17685, 17810, 17825, 17845, 17870, 21610, 21670 JORDAN 11690 KOREA, N 3560, 4405, 4405, 6285, 7570, 9325, 9335, 9345, 9730, 9850, 9975, 9990, 11535, 11545, 11710, 11735, 12015, 1365, 13760, 15100, 15180 KOREA, S 7275, 9560, 9570, 9640,
9650, 9770, 15575 LAOS 7145 LIBERIA 4760, 5470, 9525 LIVIA 7320, 17725, 21695 LITA 7325, 9710, 9875 MALAYSIA 7295, 9750, 15295 MEXICO 6185 MOLDOVA 6235 MONGOLIA 12085 MYANMAR 5986 NEPAL 5005 NETHERLANDS 6020, 6040, 6165, 7120, 9345 , 9795, 9895, 11655, 11675,
12065, 12080, 15315, 15525, 15595, 17725, 17810 NEW YORK 3935, 5950, 9765, 9870, 11725, 13840, 15720, 17675 NIGERIA 7255, 7275, 7380, 15120 OMAN 15140 PAKISTAN 6225, 7530, 11570, 15100, 17835 PAPUA NEW GUINEA 3385, 4960, 7120 FILIPS 11720, 11885, 15190, 15270, 17665 ,
17720 POLAND 7130, 9525 ROMANIA 6055, 6115, 6150, 7105, 7145, 7180, 9515, 9610, 9640, 9690 , 9755 , 11895, 15105, 15135, 17745 RUSSIA 6240, 7150, 7250, 7350, 9840, 12010, 12030, 13665, 15425 SENEGAL 12000 SERBIA 6100 SINGAPORE 6080, 6150 SLOVAKIA 7230, 9440
SOLOMON. 5020v, 9545 S AFRICA 3345, 7240, 7390, 9685, 15235, 15255, 17770 SPAIN 6055, 6125, 9680, 11625, 11680 SRI LANKA 6005, 9770, 11905, 15745v SUDAN 4750, 7280, 9525, 9660, 9840, 13720 SURINAME 4990 SWEDEN 6010, 7420, 11550, 15240 SYRIA 9330, 12085, 13610
TAIWAN 5950, 7130, 7445, 9355, 9680, 9785, 11550, 11850, 1995, 15215, 15465 TAJIKISTAN 7245 THAILAND 5890, 9535, 9680, 9725, 9805 , 9810, 13770 TIBET 4820, 4905, 5935, 6050, 7170, 7240, 9490 TURKEY 5960, 6020, 6055, 7240, 9525, 11735, 12035 TURKMENISTAN 4930, 5015
UGANDA 4976, 5026 UKRAINE 5820, 5830, 9925 U K 5875, 5975, 6005, 6040, 6130, 61955, 7130, 7160, 7320, 9410, 9480, 9660, 9740, 9750, 11675, 11750, 11765, 11920, 11922 0, 112095, 15105, 15285, 15360, 15400, 15575, 17640, 17830, 17885, 21470 United Nations 9565 , 17810 USA AFRTS
4319-USB, 5446.5-USB, 5765-USB, 6350-USB, 7811.5-USB, 10320-USB, 12133.5-USB, 12759-USB, 13362-USB U.S. VOA 4930, 4960, 5960, 6080, 6105, 6110, 7125, 7175, 7205, 7405, 9645, 9760, 9785, 9885, 11655, 11885, 11890, 11975, 12015, 12150, 13600, 13640, 13710, 13735, 13755,
137551 5150, 15185, 15205, 15290, 15445, 15580, 17640, 17715, 17730, 17895 USA KAIJ 5755 , 9480 USA WBC 5110-LSB, 7415, 9330-LSB, 18910-LSB USA WEWN 5810, 5850, 7560, 7570, 9450, 9955, 9975, 15785, 17595 U.S. WRMI 7385, 9955 U.S. WWCR 3215, 5070, 7465, 9985, 12160,
15825 VANUATU 3945V, 7260 VATICANV 4005, 5885, 5885, 585, 5885, 585, 6185, 7250, 7305, 7360, 7365, 9310, 9610, 9635, 9645, 9660, 9755, 116 25, 11740, 11850, 13765, 15595 VIETNAM 6175, 7285, 9840, 12020 YEMEN 9780v ZAMBIA 4910 , 5915, 6165 zanzibar 11735 Radio broadcasts
using wavelengths between 10 and 100 m Short wave redirects here. For other purposes see the Grundig Satellit 400 solid, digital shortwave receiver, c. 1986 ShortWave Radio is a radio transmission using short-wave radio frequencies. There is no official definition of the group, but the range always
includes all high-frequency (HF), which 3 to 30 MHz (100 to 10 meters); above the mid-range (MF), at the bottom of the VHF range. Radio waves in a short-wave strip can be reflected or refracted from a layer of electrically charged atoms in the atmosphere called the ionosphere. Thus, short waves
directed at an angle into the sky can be reflected back to Earth at long distances, beyond the horizon. This is called the spread of skywave or skip. Thus, shortwave radio can be used for very long-distance communication, as opposed to higher frequency radio waves that travel on straight lines (the
distribution of line of sight) and are limited by a visual horizon, about 64 km (40 miles). Shortwave radio is used to broadcast voice and music for short-wave listeners in very large areas; sometimes entire continents or beyond. Other uses include military over-the-horizon radar, diplomatic communications,
amateur dual-headed international communications radios for hobby, education and emergency services, as well as for long-distance aviation and maritime communications. Fans of history Development Radio conducted the first short-wave broadcasts at a long distance in front of Guglielmo Marconi. The
name short wave originated at the beginning of the radio in the early 20th century, when the radio frequency spectrum was divided into long waves (LW), medium waves (MW) and shortwave (SW) bands based on the wavelength of radio waves. Shortwave radio got its name because the wavelengths in
this band are shorter than the 200 m (1500 kHz) that marked the original upper limit of the mid-frequency band first used for radio communication. The band's average broadcast wave now extends above the 200m/1500 kHz limit. Early long-distance radio telethon used long waves below 300 kilohertz
(kHz). The drawbacks of this system included a very limited range available for long-distance communications, and very expensive transmitters, receivers and giant antennas that were needed. Long waves are also difficult to beam towards, leading to a significant loss of power over long distances. Until
the 1920s, short-wave frequencies above 1.5 MHz were considered useless for long-distance communication and were designated in many countries for recreational use. Guglielmo Marconi, a radio pioneer, commissioned his assistant, Charles Samuel Franklin, to conduct a large-scale study of the
characteristics of shortwave transmission and determine their suitability for long-distance transmission. Franklin rigged a large antenna at the Poldhu wireless station, Cornwall, running at 25 kW capacity. In June and July 1923, wireless transmissions were completed overnight at 97 meters (about 3 MHz)
from Poldhu to the yacht Marconi Elettra on the Cape Verde Islands. In September 1924, Marconi passed day and night at 32 meters (9.4 on his yacht in Beirut. Franklin continued to improve the directional transmission, inventing the air system of the curtain grille. In July 1924, Marconi contracted with the
British General Post Office (GPO) to install high-speed shortwave telegraph circuits from London to Australia, India, South Africa and Canada as a key element of the Imperial Wireless Circuit. On October 25, 1926, the beam Wireless Service from the UNITED Kingdom to Canada entered commercial
operation. In 1927, beam Wireless Services were introduced from the United Kingdom to Australia, South Africa and India. Shortwave communications began to grow rapidly in the 1920s. Shortwave stations had cost and efficiency advantages over massive long-wave wireless installations; However,
some commercial longwave stations remained in operation until the 1960s. Long-distance radio communications have also reduced the need for new cables, although cables have maintained their high-security and much more reliable and high-quality signal than shortwave. Cable companies began to
lose large sums of money in 1927, and a serious financial crisis threatened the viability of cable companies that were vital to Britain's strategic interests. The British government convened the Imperial Wireless and Cable Conference in 1928 to examine the situation arising from Beam Wireless's
competition with cable services. It recommended and received government approval to merge all of the Empire's overseas cable and wireless resources into a single system controlled by Imperial and International Communications Ltd. in 1929. Long-distance cables have been reviving since 1956 with the
laying of the TAT-1 across the Atlantic Ocean, the first voice frequency cable on this route. This provided 36 high-quality telephone channels and was soon followed by even higher capacity cables around the world. Competition from these cables soon ended the economic viability of shortwave radio for
commercial communications. Amateur use of the shortwave spread Hallicrafters SX-28 short-wave receiver analog tuning kit, circa 1944 Amateur radio operators also found that long-distance communication was possible on shortwave lanes. Early long-distance services used the spread of surface waves
at very low frequencies, which attenuated along the track at wavelengths shorter than 1,000 meters. Longer distances and higher frequencies with this method meant more signal loss. This, as well as the difficulty of generating and detecting higher frequencies, short-wave distribution is difficult for
commercial services. Radio amateurs may have conducted the first successful transatlantic test in December 1921, working in a 200-meter medium-wave band (about 1500 kHz, inside the modern AM broadcasting group), which at the time was the shortest wavelength/highest frequency available for
amateur radio. In 1922, hundreds of North American amateurs were heard in Europe at 200 meters and at least 20 North American amateurs heard amateur signals from Europe. The first two-way communication between North Americans and Hawaiian amateurs began in 1922 at an altitude of 200
meters. Although working at wavelengths shorter than 200 meters was technically illegal (but tolerable while the authorities mistakenly believed that such frequencies were useless for commercial or military use), amateurs began experimenting with these wavelengths using newly available vacuum tubes
shortly after World War I. Extreme disturbances on the longer edge of the 150-200-metre strip - the official wavelengths allocated to fans of the Second National Radio Conference in 1923 - forced fans to switch to shorter and shorter wavelengths; however, amateurs were limited to regulating wavelengths
of more than 150 metres (2 MHz). Several lucky amateurs, who received special permission for experimental communications at wavelengths shorter than 150 meters, completed hundreds of long-distance bilateral contacts per 100 meters (3 MHz) in 1923, including the first transatlantic bilateral contacts.
By 1924, many additional specially licensed amateurs regularly made transoceanic contacts at a distance of 6,000 miles (9,600 km) or more. On September 21, 1924, several amateurs in California completed bilateral contacts with an amateur in New York. On October 19, amateurs in New York and
England completed a 90-minute two-minute double-finished contact almost halfway around the world. On October 10, the Third National Radio Communications made three short-wave bands available to American amateurs at an altitude of 80 meters (3.75 MHz), 40 meters (7 MHz) and 20 meters (14
MHz). They were distributed around the world, while the 10-meter (28 MHz) band was created by the Washington International Radio Telegraph Conference on November 25, 1927. The 15-meter (21 MHz) band was opened to amateurs in the United States on May 1, 1952. Distribution characteristics
Formation of the short-wave radiofrequency energy pass zone is able to reach any place on Earth, as it is affected by the ionospheric reflection back to Earth by the ionosphere (a phenomenon known as the spread of the celestial wave). A typical short-wave spread is the appearance of a pass zone
where the reception fails. With a fixed working frequency, large changes in the conditions of the ionosphere can be pass zones at night. As a result of the multi-layered structure of the ionosphere ionosphere often simultaneously occurs on different paths, scattered across the layer of 'E' or 'F' and with
different amounts of hops, a phenomenon that can be broken for some methods. Especially for the lower frequencies of the shortwave band, the absorption of radiofrequency energy in the lower ionosphere layer, the 'D' layer, can impose a serious limit. This is due to the collision of electrons with neutral
molecules, absorbing part of the energy of the radio frequency and turning it into heat. Sky wave forecasts depend on the distance from the transmitter to the target receiver. Time of day. During the day, frequencies above about 12 MHz can travel longer distances than lower ones. This hotel is cancelled
at night. At lower frequencies, dependence on the time of day is mainly due to the lowest ionospheric layer, the 'D' layer, formed only during the day, when photons from the sun break into atoms into ions and free electrons. Season. During the winter months of the Northern or Southern Hemisphere, the
AM/MW broadcasting strip is generally more favorable due to longer hours of darkness. Solar flares produce a large increase in the ionization of Region D so high, sometimes within minutes, the entire spread of the celestial wave does not exist. Modulation Types Additional information: Modulation
National Panasonic R3000 analog shortwave radio, circa 1965. Several different types of modulation are used to incorporate information into the shortwave signal. Audio modes AM Amplitude modulation is the simplest type and most commonly used for shortwave broadcasting. The instant amplitude of
the carrier is controlled by the amplitude of the signal (speech, or music, for example). On the receiver, a simple detector restores the desired modulation signal from the carrier. SSB Single Sideband transmission is a form of amplitude modulation, but actually filters the result of modulation. The amplitude
of the modulated signal has frequency components both above and below the media frequency. If one set of these components is eliminated, as well as the residual media, only the remaining set is transferred. This reduces transmission power because approximately 2⁄3 of the energy sent by the AM
signal is in the carrier, which is not required to recover the information contained in the signal. It also reduces signal bandwidth by allowing less than half the bandwidth of the AM signal to be used. The downside is the receiver is more complex, as it must resimmit the carrier to restore the signal. Small
errors in the detection process have a major impact on the signal you receive. As a result, one sidebar is not used for music or general broadcasting. Single side range is used for long-range voice communication by ships and aircraft, civilian group and amateur radio operators. Lower side lane (LSB) used
below 9 MHz and USB (upper side band) above 9 MHz. The VSB Vestigial sideband transmits one full side lane, but filters out most of the other side lane. It's a compromise between AM and SSB, allowing the use of simple receivers, but requires almost as much transmitter power as AN. Its main
advantage is that only half of the AM signal capacity is used. It is used by the Canadian standard time signal station CHU. The vestigial sidebar has been used for analog television and ATSC, a digital television system used in North America. NFM Narrow-band frequencies (NBFM or NFM) are typically
used above 20 MHz. Because of the greater bandwidth required, NBFM is commonly used to communicate VHF. The rules limit the bandwidth of a signal transmitted in HF ranges, and the benefits of frequency modulation are greatest if the FM signal has a wide bandwidth. NBFM is limited to short-range
transmissions due to the multiphase distortions created by the ionosphere. DRM Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) is a digital modulation for use at ranges below 30 MHz. It's a digital signal, like the data modes below, but to transmit sound like the analog modes above. CW Continuous wave (CW) data
modes are the key to the sinus wave used to transmit Morse code and facsimile-based facsimile. This is the mode of data transmission, although it is often listed separately. It is usually obtained through the lower or upper SSB modes. RTTY, FAX, SSTV Radioteletype, Fax, Digital, Slow-Scanning
Television and other systems use key frequency-shifting forms or audio subcarriers on a shortwave medium. Typically, they require special equipment, such as software on a computer equipped with a sound card. Note that in today's computer systems, digital modes are typically sent by connecting the
computer's sound output to SSB radio input. Users of the Portable Shortwave Receiver digital display tuned to the 75-meter strip Some installed users of shortwave radio groups may include: International broadcasting primarily under the auspices of government propaganda, or international news (e.g.
BBC World Service) or cultural stations for foreign audiences: the most common use of all. Domestic broadcasting: widely dispersed populations with several long waves, medium-wave and FM stations serving them; or by profession political, religious and alternative media networks; or individual
commercial and non-commercial paid transmissions. Ocean air traffic control uses HF/shortwave range for long-distance with planes over oceans and poles that are far beyond the range of traditional VHF frequencies. Modern systems also include satellite communications, such as ADS-C/CPDLC Utility
stations, which transmit messages not intended for the general population, such as commercial shipping, sea weather and Stations For aviation weather and air-to-ground communication; For military communication; for long-distance government purposes, as well as for other non-broadcast
communications. Amateur radio operators in 80/75, 60, 40, 30, 20, 17, 15, 12 and 10 meters ranges. Licenses are granted by authorized government agencies. Time signal and radio stations: In North America, WWV and WWVH radios are broadcast at these frequencies: 2.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz and 15
MHz; and WWV also transmits to 20 MHz. Chu radio station in Canada transmits at the following frequencies: 3.33 MHz, 7.85 MHz and 14.67 MHz. Other similar radio stations broadcast at various short-wave and long-wave frequencies around the world. Short-wave transmissions are primarily for human
reception, while longwave stations are usually used to automatically synchronize hours and hours. Sporadic or non-traditional users of shortwave lanes may include: Underground stations. These are stations that broadcast on behalf of various political movements, such as rebel or rebel forces. They can
advocate civil war, rebellion, rebellion against the government of the country in which they are directed. Clandestine transmissions may come from transmitters located in rebel-held territory or from outside the country in full, using means of transmission in another country. Room stations. These stations
regularly appear and disappear throughout the shortwave radio range, but are unlicensed and untraceable. It is believed that the number stations are operated by government agencies and are used to communicate with clandestine operatives operating in foreign countries. However, no definitive evidence
of such use has emerged. Since the vast majority of these broadcasts contain nothing but recitation of blocks of numbers, in various languages, with rare bursts of music, they have become known colloquially as Number Stations. Perhaps the most famous numbered station is called the Lincolnshire
Poacher, named after the English folk song of the 18th century, which is transmitted just before the sequences of numbers. Unlicensed two-wave radio activities of individuals such as taxi drivers, bus drivers and fishermen in different countries can be heard at various short-wave frequencies. Such
unlicensed transmissions by pirates or bootlegs in two ways by radio operators can often cause signal disturbances for licensed stations. Unlicensed business radio (taxis, cargo companies, among many others) terrestrial mobile systems can be found in the region of 20-30 MHz, while unlicensed marine
mobile and other similar users can be found throughout the shortwave range. Pirate broadcasters that show programmes such as conversations and other entertainment can be heard sporadically and in different modes on short-wave bands. [23] [23] Radar: From 1976 to 1989, the Russian radar system
Woodpecker of the Soviet Union washed away numerous short-wave transmissions every day. Ionospheric heaters used for scientific experiments, such as the High Frequency Program of Active Auroral Research in Alaska and the Sura ionosphere heating complex in Russia. Shortwave Broadcasting
Watch International Broadcasting for detailed information on the history and practice of broadcasting for a foreign audience. The list of short-wave broadcasters can be seen in the list of international and domestic short-wave broadcasters. See shortwave relays for the actual types of integrated
technologies used to transmit high-power signals to listeners. Distribution Frequency Main article: Shortwave bands World Radio Conference (WRC), organized under the auspices of the International Telecommunication Union, allocates bands for various services in conferences every few years. The last



WRC took place in 2007. At WRC-97 in 1997, the following bands were allocated for international broadcasting. Short-wave AM channels are allocated with a 5 kHz division for traditional analog audio broadcasting. Meter Band Frequency Range Remarks 120 m 2.3-2,495 MHz Tropical Band 90 m 3.2-3.4
MHz Tropical Band 75 m 3.9-4 MHz in conjunction with North American Amateur Radio 80m range 60 m 4.75-5.06 MHz tropical band 49 m 5.99 m -6.2 MHz 41 m 7.2-7.6 MHz Together with the amateur radio 40m range 31 m 9.4-9.9 MHz is currently the most widely used band 25 m 11.6-12.2 MHz 22 m
13.57-1 3.87 MHz 19 mHz 15.1-15.8 MHz 16 m 17.48-17.9 MHz 15 m 18.9-19.02 MHz is almost unused, can become a DRM range of 13 m 21.45-21.85 MHz 11 m 25.6-26.1 MHz can be used for local broadcasting DRM Although countries usually follow the table above, there may be small differences
between countries or regions. For example, in the official range of the Netherlands, the 49m range starts at 5.95 MHz, the 41m range ends at 7.45 MHz, the 11m range starts at 25.67 MHz, and the ranges of 120 m, 90m and 60m are not available at all. In addition, international broadcasters sometimes
operate outside the normal WRC ranges or use off-channel frequencies. This is done for practical reasons, or to attract attention in overcrowded bands (60m, 49m, 40m, 41m, 31m, 25m). The new digital audio broadcast format for shortwave DRM runs 10 kHz or 20 kHz channels. Discussions are under
way on specific ranges for DRM, as they are mainly transmitted in 10 kHz formats. The power used by shortwave transmitters ranges from less than one watt for some experimental and amateur radio transmissions to 500 kilowatts and above for broadcasters and over the radar horizon. Short-wave
transmission centers often use specialized antenna antenna designs ALLISS antenna technology) to concentrate electronic energy in the target area. The advantages of the Soviet shortwave listener in Borisoglebsk, 1941 Shortwave do have a number of advantages over new technologies, including the
following: The difficulty of censoring programming by the authorities of restrictive countries: unlike their relative simplicity in monitoring and censoring the Internet, government agencies face technical difficulties in monitoring which stations (sites) listen (access). For example, during the attempted coup
against Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, when his access to communications was restricted (for example, his phones were cut off, etc.), Gorbachev was able to be informed with the help of the BBC World Service on a short-wave basis. Low-cost short-wave radios are widely available in all but the
most repressive countries in the world. Simple short-wave regenerative receivers can be easily constructed with multiple parts. In many countries (especially in most developing countries and in the Eastern Bloc during the Cold War era), the ownership of short-wave receivers has been and remains
widespread (in many of these countries, some domestic stations also used shortwaves). Many new shortwave receivers are portable and can run on battery life, making them useful in challenging environments. The new technology includes hand-cranked radios that provide battery-free power. Short-wave
radios can be used in situations where the Internet or satellite service is temporarily or in the long term unavailable (or unavailable). Shortwave radio travels much further than fm broadcast (88-108 MHz). Short-wave transmissions can be easily transmitted at a distance of several thousand kilometers,
including from one continent to another. Especially in tropical regions, SW is somewhat less prone to interference from thunderstorms than medium-wave radio, and is able to cover a large geographic area with relatively low power (and therefore cost). Therefore, in many of these countries it is widely
used for domestic broadcasting. Very little infrastructure is required for long-distance two-wave communication with short-wave radio. All you need is a pair of transceivers, each with an antenna, and an energy source (such as a battery, a portable generator, or an electrical grid). This makes shortwave
radio one of the most reliable means of communication, which can only be disrupted by interference or bad ionospheric conditions. Modern digital transmission modes, such as MFSK and Olivia, are even more reliable, allowing for the successful reception of signals well below the noise floor of a
conventional receiver. The disadvantages of shortwave radio are sometimes addressed outweigh its drawbacks, including: In most Western countries, shortwave radio ownership is usually limited to true enthusiasts, since most new standard radio stations do not get received Group. Therefore, the
Western audience is limited. In developed countries, shortwave reception is very difficult in urban areas due to excessive noise from switched mode power adapters, fluorescent or LED light sources, internet modems and routers, computers and many other sources of radios. A short-wave pennant
audition sent to overseas listeners by Radio Budapest in the late 1980s Home article: ShortWave Listening to an Asia-Pacific TV Report estimated that there are about 600 million shortwave radios in use in 2002. WWCR claims that there are 1.5 billion short-wave receivers worldwide. Many fans listen to
short-wave broadcasters. In some cases, the goal is to hear as many stations as possible from as many countries as possible (DXing); others listen to specialized short-wave utilities, or ute, transmissions such as sea, sea, air or military signals. Others focus on reconnaissance signals from numbers
stations, stations that broadcast strange broadcasts usually for reconnaissance operations, or two ways of communication by amateur radio operators. Some listeners of the short wave behave similarly lurkers on the Internet, in that they listen only, and never try to send their own signals. Other listeners
participate in clubs, or actively send and receive SL cards, or participate in amateur radio and start broadcasting on their own. Many listeners set up short-wave groups for radio broadcasting programmes for the entire audience (such as Radio Taiwan International, China Radio International, Voice of
America, Radio France International, BBC World Service, Voice of Korea, Radio Free Sarawak, etc.). Today, through the evolution of the Internet, an amateur can listen to shortwave signals using remotely controlled or web-controlled shortwave receivers around the world without even owning shortwave
radio. Many international broadcasters offer live audio broadcasts on their websites, and some have completely shut down their shortwave service or have severely reduced it in favour of internet broadcasting. Shortwave listeners, or SWLs, can get SL cards from broadcasters, utility stations or amateur
radio operators as hobby trophies. Some stations even issue special certificates, pennants, stickers and other tokens and promotional materials for short-wave listeners. Shortwave transmissions and music Composer Karlheinz Stockhausen Some musicians have been attracted to the unique auditory
characteristics of shortwave radio, which - due to the nature of the modulation of the amplitude, different distribution conditions, and the presence of interference - tends to have a lower accuracy than local broadcasts via FM stations). Shortwave transmissions often have bursts of distortion, and hollow
sounding loss of clarity at certain sound frequencies, altering harmonics harmonics sound and creation is sometimes a strange cosmic quality due to echo and phase distortion. Evocations of shortwave reception distortions were incorporated into rock and classical compositions, using delays or feedback
loops, equalizers, or even playing shortwave radio as live instruments. Fragments of transmissions were mixed into electronic sound collages and live musical instruments, using analog tape loops or digital samples. Sometimes the sounds of instruments and existing music recordings change by remixing
or aligning, with various distortions added to replicate the distorted effects of the shortwave radio. The first attempts of serious composers to incorporate radio effects into music may be the attempts of the Russian physicist and musician Leon Teresin, who perfected the form of the oscillator radio as a
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